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Social media offers great opportunity to gain brand awareness and drive conversions. With 2.7 
billion monthly active users1 and 1.7 billion active daily2, Facebook is the biggest social channel. 
Research shows brand Facebook pages build relationships that turn consumers into customers,3 
increasing their likelihood to purchase.4,5,6 Increased brand page activity can also elevate search 
engine rank, click-through rate, and conversion rate.7  

Despite these opportunities, reaching consumers on Facebook has become more of a challenge. 
Organic reach, the total number of people shown a brand post without payment, has dropped 
from 16% in 2012 to as low as 2%.8 The good news is that individual brands and posts can and 
often do get better than average results. We approached viral social media based on a three-part 
framework where shares indicate viral reach, likes measure affective evaluation, and comments 
demonstrate message deliberation.9 

Sharable, Likable, and Conversational 

Facebook changes the algorithm used to 
determine what appears in users’ news 
feeds. In more recent changes Facebook 
reports that brand page organic reach is 
now more dependent on people sharing 
posts. To appear in more news feeds 
content must be sharable.10 Research 
confirms that shares can contribute to 
55% of impressions for brand posts.11 
Shares contribute to viral reach which 
builds awareness. 

Likes are another measure of engagement. When someone likes a post they are showing a 
positive emotional reaction. This affective evaluation is a sign of a consumer liking a brand over 
other content or even other brands. This could be a sign of consumers considering alternatives 
and building a preference. Likes can also provide signs of social proof, indicating the content is 
valued by others.  

Comments are the third measure of engagement. Comments on a post indicate that not only have 
people seen the message but that they are deliberating on it. This deeper consideration may be 
seen as a sign of purchase intent. They are invested enough to affirm the message or ask 
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questions. More comments are also a form of social proof. The more comments, the more 
perceived value of the post. 

Engaging Messages in Post Text 

Our study randomly selected 1,000 Facebook brand posts from various brands and various 
industries ranging in size from under 18,000 fans to more than 57 million. We looked at the text 
of the post, coding for 18 possible variables from number of words, hashtags, promotions, and 
celebrities to words that indicated new/now (such as “new,” “now,” or “introducing”), date/time 
(indicating a specific time, date, or deadline), or educational content. Five produced significant 
differences. All results were independent of the number of fans a brand page had. 

Findings 

First, we found that brand Facebook posts with new/now messages received significantly more 
shares—a sign of viral reach. New/now messages also received significantly more comments, 
which is an indication of message deliberation. To increase shares and viral reach or comments 
and message deliberation, try to craft messages that convey a sense of something new or 
happening now for the first time. Posts can be written to convey a sense of new without using 
that specific word.  

Next, we found that brand Facebook posts with a time/date message also received significantly 
more shares. Thus, another way to increase shares and viral reach is to add a specific time or date 
to a post. Examples could be a product release date, time and date for an event, or a deadline for 
an offer, order, or submission. The posts that performed better didn’t necessarily use the words 
time and date but had a specific time or date in the post text. 

Finally, we found that brand Facebook posts with educational messages received significantly 
fewer likes and significantly fewer comments. Educational posts on Facebook reduce emotional 
response or affective evaluation (fewer likes) and reduce further time investment of message 
deliberation in leaving comments. This negative result surprised us. We are often told to create 
valuable content, but it seems that when people are on Facebook, they are not looking for 
educational content. 

Posts in the Buyer’s Journey 

We noticed that this three-part social media viral frame work can be compared to the typical 
buyer’s journey. Increasing viral reach (shares) can be seen to help increase awareness; affective 
evaluation (likes) can be seen to impact consideration; and message deliberation (comments) can 
be seen to help influence purchase intent. 

A new agent, team, or firm (or even a seasoned agent looking to increase social media reach) 
may need to first focus on increasing awareness with consumers through shares. Once a 
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consumer is aware and is in the consideration phase, the consumer is looking for ways to 
differentiate alternatives. Here, the agent could focus on increasing affective evaluation through 
likes as positive signs to distinguish from the competition.  

In the purchase stage, consumers seek final confirmation that they are making the right decision. 
Seeing comments from other customers helps achieve this. In the purchase stage, the agent or 
firm could look to increase comments as a way to answer questions, provide further details, and 
provide testimonials to convince consumers of the purchase. It would also be helpful to 
encourage post-purchase customers to share their experiences in comments to influence new 
customers.  

For real estate agents looking to craft sharable and likeable posts, consider including text in your 
posts that integrate the new/now, such as listings hitting the market “today” or listings that were 
“just listed.” Highlight photos of “newly remodeled” or “brand new” features in your listings. 
Consider sharing open house details in the post text rather than including the time/date as a 
graphic or in an image. Agents can also re-share old posts or images of house closings from prior 
years, which may encourage the buyers and those involved in the sale to share the post, as well.  

Finally, it is interesting to note that the one post type that had a significant negative impact was 
the most frequent content type of the sample (27%). This indicates that marketers may be 
mistaken in thinking that educational content drives viral effectiveness, when it actually may be 
having the opposite effect.  

Our research team would like to thank Unmetric for providing the data for our study.  
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